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Art Glass with Cremains

Keep the torch of their memory lit forever with the Eternal Flame.
Four heights and four colors to choose from. Shown in Dimensions.

ETERNAL FLAME®©

Made with care in Crescent's own custom built glass studio.
The process combines cremains with the art of glassmaking to create

a work of art that is as one-of-a-kind as the loved one it memorializes.

Each unique Art Glass design is a stunning work and an exquisite way

to memorialize your loved one in the home. Also, many families

choose pendants for each family member. Each breathtaking piece

offers a special remembrance of a cherished life, reflected through

form, color, and light. Each piece of art glass is a one of a kind memo-

rial. No two pieces look the same.

96-006 Small
10-12” Tall

96-007 Medium
13-16” Tall

96-008 Large
18-22” Tall

Illuminate your exquisite piece by adding a
lighted base to accentuate each facet of color.

96-011 Plastic Small LED Light Base
(Not for use with Large Flame)

96-012 Plastic Large LED Light Base
(Large Flame Only)

96-017 Wood LED Light Base
Solid Cherry Wood

Made in USA

Copyright © 2004 Crescent Memorial. All Rights Reserved.

We Will Meet or Beat Any Advertised
Price on Any Comparable Product.

We Stand Behind Our Products 100%.
If You Are Not Satisified For Any

Reason, Simply Return It.”

100%
PRODUCT
QUALITY

GUARANTEE

®©

CUSTOM ENGRAVING ADDITIONAL
Wood Base Only - 2 Lines

Wood Base

96-018 X-Small
6-8” Tall
*Includes a small plastic light pad

$398

$750

$1,190

$18
$48

$158

$250
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Large 96-001
4” Dia.

Small 96-002
3” Dia

This beautiful sphere can be displayed
anywhere, or can be used as a paper-
weight as a daily memorial. Available in
2 sizes and 4 colors. Lighted base avail-
able on page 65. The spheres  shown
are in: Earth and Sky (left) and
Dimensions (right). 

Sphere

Forever Heart 96-005

Keep your loved ones close to your heart forever with this
attractive free-standing memorial. 2.75” Wide
Standing Forever Heart Shown in Infinity.

Standing Forever Heart 96-015

Heart Stand
(pictured right,
also on page 70)

Antique Brass:
30-A-RU5270

Pewter:
30-A-RU5271

Keep your loved ones close to your heart forever with this
attractive memorial. Stand not included. 2.75” Wide
Forever Heart shown in New Dawn.

New Dawn Earth & SkyInfinity Dimensions

Each of the shapes are available in one of four color schemes below; however, since each piece is a unique and
hand-crafted work of art combining a loved one’s cremains, the overall look and color variations will vary.

Color Selection For:
Eternal Flame, Forever Heart, Standing Forever Heart, and a Sphere

Side flattened to allow heart to stand freely

$170

$14

$188

$278

$398



$150

$150$150
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Chains are not included with
the pendant, only a satin
cord. Chains are available
on p. 82

Box Chain shown above
with Cobalt Oval

Art Glass with Cremains

All fronts of pendants will reflect different colors due to the multifaceted irides-
cent color schemes. Base color will be visible from the side and back, but the
front will vary. Some will reflect purples, while some will show other colors such
as blue. No two pieces look the same, making each one as unique as the life they
represent. Pendants include a sterling silver bail and satin cord. Available in one
of five color schemes.

Oval Pendant 96-013
Satin cord and sterling silver bail included.

0.938” W x 1.563”H
Shown left in Blue Sapphire.

Heart Pendant 96-014
Satin cord and sterling silver bail included.

1.188” W x 1.063”H
Shown above in Ruby.

Teardrop Pendant 96-016
Satin cord and sterling silver bail included.

0.875” W x 1.375”H
Shown above in Emerald.

The cremains are infused
into the pendant and are
visible from the back of
the Oval, Heart and
Teardrop pendants.

Always keep your loved one
close to your heart with a

memorial pendant.




